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INTRODUCTION
G’day! I’m Jo from joannafrankham.com. I’m a certified health coach and
AIP mentor. My coaching practice is all about making health accessible
and sustainable for people like you.
While this Soup Equation number may not quite solve all the world’s
problems, it has definitely helped me to amp up the nutrient density of
my diet in a very tasty, do-able and economical way. I make a batch of
this baby every week. It’s suitable for AIP elimination phase, and is Paleo,
Wahl’s Protocol and Whole 30-friendly.
I hope it becomes a staple for you, too.

MY STORY
For over twenty years, I suffered from an undiagnosed chronic skin
condition. I never talked about it because it was hugely embarrassing. It
turns out my issue was autoimmune in nature – and my condition that I
never talked about had a name. Hidradenitis Suppurativa (HS).
Fast forward 5+ years and I’ve learned a lot about health.
I've also successfully knocked my autoimmune condition of over two
decades into almost complete remission. All by making some healthy
lifestyle changes and following the principles of the Autoimmune Protocol
(AIP).
And, while I have a particular interest in autoimmune issues, it's really
about putting actionable steps in place that work specifically for you.
Because you’re different to everyone else.
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I work with people, mainly those who suffer from chronic illness, to help
them make positive and proactive lifestyle changes that produce real and
lasting results to their health and happiness.
In addition to a degree in psychology from the University of Auckland, I
received my training as a Health Coach from the Institute for Integrative
Nutrition's Integrative Health Coach Training Programme.
If you'd like to learn more about my services, check out my website:
joannafrankham.com or, drop me a line at
Joanna@JoannaFrankham.com. I'd love to hear from you!

MY FOOD PHILOSOPHY
I'm a foodie. Always have been. As in, I love to eat good food.
But. I'm also a real food junkie. If it can be made from scratch, I'll give it a
go. Especially if it means I don't have to eat something that is highly
processed and full of preservatives.
I'm partial to food that tastes good and isn't overly fussy. That also means,
it's easy to prepare.
And you know what? - I've learnt that eating this way affects how I live.
When I eat natural, local, minimally-messed-with whole foods I feel better.
My mood improves. I sleep more soundly. I'm nicer to be around.
So it's a bit of a no brainer for me…
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JUST. EAT. REAL. FOOD. (JERF)
That's it really. My food philosophy. I buy the best quality produce I can
afford from the best local farmers I can find. And, I try to limit the amount
of packaged and processed stuff I buy.
And I cook. From scratch. I tend to cook in bulk. I try to cook once to eat
twice or even thrice.
Usually, what I cook isn't very complicated.
And, even though most of what I cook (and eat!) is pretty simple, it does
require a little planning.
This Soup Equation was born out of this food philosophy. It’s one part of
my arsenal of routines and rituals that help me to make healthier choices
in a way that is easy and sustainable.
The beauty of the Soup Equation is that you don't need a recipe. It is
made very simply and easily with a base of nutrient dense and gut
healing bone broth and your choice of seasonal fresh vegetables and
herbs. Oh - and an onion. It's all simmered until cooked and then whizzed
up in your blender.
And, it's virtually idiot-proof.
It's a GREAT little trick to have up your sleeve and you will impress your
friends with your ability to whip up a tasty meal out of whatever's in
season.

A LITTLE BIT OF AIP KITCHEN MAGIC!
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THE BENEFITS OF THE SOUP EQUATION
I am all about finding and creating sustainable tools and tips to make
your healing caper more accessible.
My soup equation ticks a number of boxes
• Seasonal & Local – this means eating vegetables (and fruits) that are in
season and typically grown locally. They are generally fresher, have
travelled less miles and better for you - especially if bought from your
local (organic) farmers market
• Economical – because the Soup Equation can be adapted to suit
whatever is in season, it’s significantly easier on the back pocket. There
are no fancy ingredients.
• Freezes Well – soups are perfect for freezing. If you know you have a
busy week ahead, consider making a double batch and freezing half.
• Nutrient Dense – any sort of healing diet includes lots of vegetables.
The Autoimmune Protocol calls for 8+ cups of vegetables every day. The
Soup Equation makes a big dent in this goal, with the added benefit of a
good hit of gut friendly bone broth.
• Kid Friendly – ‘smooth’ soups are a great way to get the kids to eat
more vegetables. Pop some of this into a thermos and you have a healthy
and playground-friendly addition to the lunchbox.
• Satisfies Your Creative Urges! – the flavour combinations are limited
only by your imagination. With a little trial and error, in no time you’ll
build up a few family favourites.
• Batch Cooking – the ‘cook once to eat twice (or even thrice) mantra is
central to my food philosophy. Whipping up a batch of Soup Equation
soup will keep you happy for at least four serves – more, if you double it!
• Lunch on the Run – I’m one of those people who forgets to eat. This
Soup Equation is the perfect solution – it can be reheated in 5 minutes
and does the trick for a light snack or more filling meal – just add
garnishes! So, here it is – The Soup Equation

I GIVE YOU THE JFC SOUP EQUATION...
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THE JFC

SOUP
EQUATION
YOU WILL NEED
4-6 cups of vegetables of choice, coarsely
chopped
2 tablespoons happy fat, divided
1 large onion, coarsely chopped
4 cups bone broth, divided
2 tablespoons fresh herbs of choice,
chopped
salt to taste

METHOD
Heat 1 tablespoon of happy fat in a stockpot
and sauté onion for 10 minutes over a low
heat. Add remaining happy fat and stir in the
chopped vegetables, herbs and 1/2
teaspoon salt. Add bone broth. Cover and
bring to a simmer. Cook over a low heat until
vegetables are tender (time will vary
depending on variety and size of
vegetables).
Using your blender, and working in batches
(with care!), blend until smooth and creamy.
Add salt to taste and add garnish of choice,

MY TOP TIP
Keeping your vegetable
selection small (2 or 3) and
similar in colour will give
you a more consistent

ENJOY!

result! Happy souping!
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BUT WAIT! - THERE'S MORE...
The key to the success of a good Soup Equation number is to ask
yourself, “What can I add to amp up the nutrient density of my meal?”
Here are some of my favourite toppings and garnishes
• The ‘Lucky Dip’ Green Sauce Equation (see next page for recipe) – I
love green sauce. I REALLY love it. This is another one of those AIP
recipes that I make almost every week. It’s a seriously great way to add
even more nutrient density to your soup, it tastes fabulous and it’s a good
way to use up any herbs and leafy greens that are leftover at the tail end
of your week!
• Homemade Fermented Vegetables - an absolute staple here at JFC
HQ. This is how I make mine.
• Flash Fried Ground Beef/Chicken/Pork/Lamb – need I say more. A
little salt and you’re away. Do I need to mention that you can cook up a
pound of ground-protein-of-choice and have extra for the rest of the
week?
• Sautéed Leek and Bacon - this is another of my favourites. Leeks are
full of prebiotic goodness to help feed the bacteria in your gut. Simply
wash and finely slice a leek, dice 2 or 3 strips of bacon and sauté over a
medium low heat with some happy fat until the bacon is cooked to your
liking. YUM!
• AIP Guacamole - who doesn't love a generous hit of guacamole?
• Coconut Cream and Chives – an easy (but visually appealing) way to
‘sexy up’ a Soup Equation number, and make it good enough for
entertaining.
• AIP Herbalicious Labneh – for when you have a little more time. This is
incredible! Your AIP muggle friends will have no idea this is 100% dairyfree herbed labneh!

ARE YOU HUNGRY YET?
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THE JFC 'LUCKY DIP'

Green Sauce
Equation
YOU WILL NEED
1 head of garlic
1/4 cup olive or avocado oil + more for
garlic drizzling
2 cups fresh leafy greens
and herbs, packed
1/2 tsp sea salt
5 anchovies
1 Tbsp fresh lemon or lime juice

METHOD
Heat your oven to 200°C/400°F.
Peel most of the paper off your garlic and
trim the top off the head to expose the tops
of the garlic cloves. Drizzle with 2 teaspoons
of olive oil. Wrap in foil and bake for 40-60
minutes, until soft and caramelised.
Allow garlic to cool a little and then, using
the back of a knife, smoosh all the lovely
flesh into your food processor bowl.

MY TOP TIP
This sauce is an easy,

Add the other ingredients and whizz until at
your desired texture.
Taste for seasoning and add more citrus or
salt as required.
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tasty, budget-friendly, and
nutrient dense way way to
get more macro nutrients
onto your plate!
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I HOPE YOU ENJOY THE SOUP
EQUATION AND THAT IT BECOMES A
FAVOURITE RESOURCE IN YOUR
EFFORTS TO EAT A MORE NUTRIENT
DENSE DIET.
FOR MORE RECIPES, IDEAS AND
TOOLS TO HELP YOU PERSONALISE
YOUR HEALING PROTOCOL, CHECK
OUT JOANNAFRANKHAM.COM.

THE FINE PRINT
NO PART OF THIS PUBLICATION MAY BE COPIED, SHARED OR REPUBLISHED WITHOUT EXPRESS WRITTEN PERMISSION OF THE AUTHOR. I
INVITE YOU TO VISIT JOANNAFRANKHAM.COM FOR MORE RECIPES, TIPS AND TOOLS TO HELP YOU IN YOUR HEALTH CAPER, OR
TO LEARN MORE ABOUT THE COACHING PROGRAMS & SERVICES I PROVIDE. THIS EBOOK IS THE PERSONAL PROPERTY OF THE RECIPIENT.
YOU ARE WELCOME TO SHARE THE JFC SOUP EQUATION WITH A FRIEND BUT IT IS A COPYRIGHT VIOLATION TO POST A FULL RECIPE ONLINE.
IF YOU HAVE SOMEONE YOU THINK WOULD BE INTERESTED IN RECEIVING THIS SOUP EQUATION, PLEASE SUGGEST THEY SUBSCRIBE TO MY
NEWSLETTER.
IF YOU FIND AN ERROR OR HAVE A SUGGESTION FOR IMPROVEMENT, PLEASE CONTACT JOANNA@JOANNAFRANKHAM.COM.
YOUR INPUT WILL HELP ME WITH ANY FUTURE UPDATES.
THE MATERIAL IN THIS EBOOK SHOULD BE CONSIDERED INFORMATIONAL IN NATURE AND HAS BEEN WRITTEN FOR EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES
ONLY. AS THE READER OF THIS EBOOK, YOU UNDERSTAND THAT THE AUTHOR IS NOT A MEDICAL PROFESSIONAL AND THAT ANY
INFORMATION IN THIS BOOK SHOULD NOT BE USED AS A REPLACEMENT FOR MEDICAL ADVICE. THE AUTHOR CLAIMS NO RESPONSIBILITY TO
ANY PERSON OR ENTITY FOR ANY LIABILITY, LOSS OR DAMAGE CAUSED OR ALLEGED TO BE CAUSED DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY AS A RESULT
OF THE USE, APPLICATION, OR INTERPRETATION OF THE MATERIAL CONTAINED IN THIS EBOOK.
COPYRIGHT © 2018 BY JOANNA FRANKHAM ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
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